WELCOME!

HOW FAR WE HAVE COME
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSOLIDATION

RETIREMENT OF 32 DATACENTERS WAS JUST THE START

SPENDING REDUCTION

$162M UNDER 2012 LEVELS

IT SPEND

59% FOCUSED ON NEW APPLICATIONS

PRIVATE CLOUD

6,137 SERVERS MANAGED

HARDWARE

-98% SPENDING REDUCTION

HARDWARE

-88% REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
DELIVERY OF MAJOR PROJECTS
DELIVERING VALUE TO THE PUBLIC

WORKERS
CORE COMPENSATION

COMMERCe
LIQUOR MODERNIZATION

TAXATION
STARS

JOB & FAMILY
OCLQS SERVICES

ENTERPRISE
DOC MGMT. SERVICES

ENTERPRISE
eLicense SERVICES
NEW INITIATIVES & PROJECTS

THE FUTURE LOOKS CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF ROBOTS
50 PROJECTS FOCUSED ON THE CLOUD
APPLICATION RETIREMENT & NEW OPPORTUNITIES

- VULNRABLTY. MGT. QUALYS
- CLOUD SECURITY SKYHIGH
- DISASTER RECOV. AS A SERVICE
- PROJECT MGT. WorkFront/@TASK
- ANALYTICS AWS/AZURE
- PORTFOLIO MGMT. DECISION LENS
- LEARNING MGMT. TALEO
- COLLABORATION SHAREPOINT
- VOIP CBTS
- IDENTITY AWS
- GATEWAY SALESFORCE
- eLICENSE SALESFORCE
- OCQLS SALESFORCE
- MED. MARIJUANA AWS & SALESFORCE
- WIRELESS RF WORKS
- CLOUD COMPUTE AZURE
- PHARMACY MGT. APPRISS
- ITSM SERVICENOW
- EMAIL OFFICE365
- MED. MARIJUANA AWS & SALESFORCE
IN CLOSING

COLLABORATION HAS DRIVEN STATE IT TO ASTONISHING LEVELS

SOFTWARE LICENSES & MAINTENANCE

CONTINUE ENTERPRISE THINKING

ANALYTICS UNLOCK DATA

USER EXPERIENCE
SECURE, DIGITAL, MOBILE

ROBOTICS AUTOMATE THE MUNDANE

SECURITY REDUCE RISK

IN CLOSING
COLLABORATION HAS DRIVEN STATE IT TO ASTONISHING LEVELS
WHEN YOU FIRST START YOUR JOB
AND AFTER 5 YEARS INTO AN OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM